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Binary variables

S ij
variable for sequencing locations i and j along a route X rt variable for selecting route r of period t X rt kc variable for allocating product k to compartment c on the truck traveling route r of period t Y i variable used to determine that the site i belongs to the route designed by a routesgenerator problem Z ck variable for allocating product k on compartment c
Continuous variables
C r cost of route r C p cost of pattern p D i distance travelled to reach customer i Q ikc quantity of product k to pick-up(deliver) from(to) source(sink) site i on compartment c T i time spent to reach customer i TV total routing time X rt kpc variable weighting the contribution of pattern p to the load of product k on compartment c by route r of period t ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 5 X p r variable for weighting the contribution of pattern p on route r Λ ikrt quantity of product k picked(delivered) from(to) site i by route r of period t Parameters a irt binary parameter stating that route r of period t visits location i a i earliest service time at customer i α rt ikpc quantity of product k picked(delivered) on compartment c from(to) site i by route r of period t according to pattern p b i latest service time at node i best ri saving the facilities i visited in the route r for the best solution found bestX rt saving the routes r selected for the period t in the best solution found bestBound for selecting the node with the lower bound more promising bestFound best solution found in the branching tree 
Introduction
The scale of the chemical industry is global, being logistics a crucial area of this type of industry, because raw materials sources, production facilities and consumer markets are globally distributed. Also, due to the increasing pressure for reducing costs, inventories and ecological footprint, and in order to remain competitive in the global marketplace, Enterprise-wide optimization (EWO) has become a major goal of the chemical industry (Grossmann, 2012) . In this way, fluctuating demand, seasonal imbalances of raw materials and products flows, as well as expensive transportation and inventorying motivate a dynamic and integrated management of logistic activities. Vendor-managedinventory (VMI) is a successful business practice based on the cooperation between a supplier and its customers in which demand and inventory information from the customers are shared with the supplier (Desaulniers et al, 2016) . In VMI, customer inventories are replenished by the vendor using monitoring and forecasting in a way that each product-inventory on each customer must be replenished so as to never fall under the safety level. Under the modality, illustrated in Figure 1 , the supplier is responsible for managing the inventory level of the customers, deciding when and how much to deliver to each one.
Figure 1: VMI relies on monitoring customer stocks to allow the supplier to decide when and how much products to deliver
VMI modality allows the supplier to better integrate the visits to several customers and thus smooth its production, inventory, and distribution efforts (Adulyasak et al. 2015) .
In order to operate along such a strategy, the supplier should solve an inventory-routing problem (IRP), which combines over a multi-period time-horizon inventory management, vehicle routing, and delivery scheduling decisions. In such a context, the supplier has to take three simultaneous decisions: (i) when to serve a given customer,
(ii) how much to deliver to this customer and (iii) how to combine customers into the design of the vehicle-routes. The aim is to find the optimal trade-off between vehicle routing costs and inventory holding costs, such that total costs are minimized. The problem is rooted in a classic paper from Bell et al. (1983) about distribution and inventorying of gas but it was later extended beyond that scope. The IRP has been researched considering different replenishment strategies but the two most popular replenishment policies are the order-up-to-level and the maximum-level policies (Desaulniers et al, 2016) . In the order-up-to-level policy each delivery must fill the customer inventory to its maximum capacity, so once the decision to visit a customer is taken, the quantity to be delivered is computed as the difference between its maximum capacity and its current inventory level. This policy has been proposed by Dror et al. (1985) . In the maximum-level policy, any quantity can be delivered as long as the maximum capacity is not exceeded. The ML policy encompasses the order-up-to-level alternative and is more flexible, but also more complex given the additional decision to be taken. The IRP is a difficult combinatorial optimization problem, both theoretically and practically, and different methods for solving it have been proposed. See for example the paper by Dong et al (2017) that presents interesting algorithms for solving the problem.
Several applications of the IRP have been recorded in the literature and many of them arise in maritime logistics, i.e. in ship routing and inventory management. Reviews about the subject are provided by Ronen (1993); Christiansen at al. (2004); Christiansen et al. (2007) and Christiansen et al. (2013) . Non-maritime applications of the IRP arise in a large variety of industries, including the distribution of gas by tanker trucks (Bard et al. 1998; Campbell and Savelsbergh 2004; Golden et al, 1984; Trudeau and Dror, 1992) , distribution of automobile components (Alegre at al., 2007; Blumenfeld et al. 1985; Stacey et al., 2007) , distribution of perishable items (Federgruen and Zipkin 1984; Federgruen at al., 1986) , transportation of groceries (Custódio and Oliveira 2006; Gaur and Fisher 2004; Mercer and Tao 1996) , distribution of cement (Christiansen et al. 2011 ), distribution of fuel (Popovic et al., 2012) , of blood (Hemmelmayr et al. 2009 ), of livestock (Oppen et al., 2010) , of waste vegetable oil collection (Aksen et al. 2012) , of crude oil (Shen et al., 2011) and production and distribution of industrial gases (You et al., 2014; Marchetti et al., 2014; Zamarripa et al., 2016 , Singh et al., 2015 .
This work is the second one on a research line aimed at the optimal integration of inventorying and distribution of fluid chemicals. It follows a previous one by Cóccola et al. (2017) ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
2. An incomplete branch-and-price algorithm based on a nested column generation procedure is codified to solve relatively large instances of the above described problem.
3. Computational experiments on instances featuring different characteristics are performed to test the capability of the algorithm for providing effective and efficient solutions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology for bulk delivery of multiple fluid products by multi-compartments trucks.
The mathematical formulation developed to represent this resupply modality is presented in Section 3. Then, this model is reformulated on section 4 in order to develop an incomplete branch and price algorithm based on the separated generation of routes and delivery patterns by a nested column generation algorithm. Numerical experiments over a series of instances featuring different characteristics are presented in Section 5.
Finally, the concluding remarks follow in Section 6.
Inventory and distribution of multiple fluids
To address the inventorying and distribution problematic illustrated in Figure 2 , let's consider some customers spread over a given geographical area. Each customer consumes several fluid products, which are sourced from plants producing them.
Customers are equipped with a multi-commodity storage and similarly, each plant has a multi-commodity storage from which the products can be pumped out. Customer demands and plants production volumes over each period of the whole planning horizon are known data and the following issues must be addressed by the planner:
1. When to resupply a given customer?
2.
What quantity of products must be supplied to each visited customer? M A N U S C R I P T Considering the complexity and the dimension of the addressed problems, which typically involve several plants, dozens of clients and several products; it is practically impossible to optimally solve a monolithic mathematical model for finding solutions useful as answers to the above stated questions. Therefore, this paper presents a decomposition approach developed to find near optimal solutions for real world problems with moderate computational effort. The solution strategy is based on a nested column generation algorithm which decouples routing decisions from delivering decisions.
Model formulation
In order to formally define the problem previously defined let us consider a set of 
The objective function (1) minimizes the total traveling costs; storage costs are assumed to be negligible. Constraints (2) state that the minimum number of visits to a plant/customer node over the whole planning horizon T, given by the parameter v i , must be covered. Constraints (3) are inventory constraints for each product k on every customer i  I -during each period t. They state that the initial product-inventory I ik 0 plus the quantities of the product delivered to the customer minus the total consumption of the product up to the current time period must be larger than the minimum allowed stock I ik Min (at the end of period t  T) and smaller than the maximum storage capacity 
Reformulation and solution approach
The reformulation of the model (1)- (4) represents the continuous variables Λ ikrt associated with a given route as a weighted sum of "extreme" delivery pattern (DP) as it was proposed by Desaulniers (2010) for the split-delivery vehicle routing problem with time windows (SDVRP). In this way, two different concepts are introduced: routes and delivery patterns. A route starts at a supply plant, visits a sequence of customers and ends on the same plant. Each route must be completed in a single time-period t  T. A delivery pattern (DP) associated to a route r  R t specifies both the quantity of products taken from the supplier and the quantity delivered to each customer along the route. As stated by Desaulniers (2010) , just "extreme" DPs are needed to generate any DP through their convex combination. For the single-commodity single-compartment case, in an extreme DP there is at most one customer per route for which a fraction of its demand is partially covered (called a split-delivery). The other customers of such a pattern receive a zero quantity (called a zero-delivery) or their demands are totally covered (called a full-delivery). Any feasible pattern would be obtained as a convex combination of extreme DPs involving full deliveries and zero-deliveries to the visited customers. It is worth noting that the problem here considered is more complex than the SDVRP because of the delivery and inventorying of multiple products through a number of vehicles with several compartments. Consequently, the definition of extreme DP is more complicated. In this way, the quantity of product k to pick up (deliver) from (to) plant (customer) location i during period t by route r can be computed as follows: (2), (3) and (4) we can now reformulate the model (1)- (4) as follows: 
Eqs. (6) to (9) The formulation (6)-(10) has a decomposable structure abled to be exploited by the column generation (CG) paradigm. CG is an iterative method usually employed to solve routing problems involving covering constraints like eq. (2). CG is carried out in two phases: a slave problem which generates feasible routes, also named columns, and a master problem, where all columns are brought together to find the optimal set of ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 17 routes. Unfortunately, this method cannot be straightforwardly extended to the researched problem because of the complexity of simultaneously computing routes and DPs. Consequently, a more complex algorithm aiming at separately computing replenishment routes and their associated DPs was developed in this paper. The algorithm is based on decomposition into three levels. On the bottom level the procedure computes the extreme DPs for each route generated on the intermediate level problem. A route and its DPs together form the so called "cargo-routes" that are coordinated on the top level master problem. Since some no-generated cargo-routes may exist but they may not be present in the current pool, to find better solutions, the missing columns must be generated after branching. Consequently, to find the optimal (or a better) integer solution, the procedure must be embedded into a branch-and-bound algorithm.
Restricted master problem (RMP)
CG is a decomposition procedure that solves at each iteration both a master problem restricted to a subset of columns (restricted master problem or RMP) and several subproblems, also known as pricing problems. The procedure starts with a RMP that contains a small number of cargo-routes. For incorporating new columns to the RPM, one subproblem per period t  T and per supplier i  I + is solved. This means that the routes and DPs referenced by these columns are computed by solving the respective pricing problems for each period and for each supplier. For every new route, associated DP must also be generated and new constraints (10.a)-(10.b) need to be added as well.
This is a drawback because the number of feasible routes exponentially increases on the number of visited customers. To overcome this difficulty, we define the RMP by eqs.
(6) to (9) and drop constraints (10.a)-(10.b) as is proposed by Hennig et al. (2012) . Note
that this pair of constraints is indexed by the elements of sets R t and consequently, the number of constraints of the RMP will grow accordingly. In this way, after dropping these constraints, duals from equations (7) to (9) are used to generate routes (and DPs).
Constraints (10) are, very likely, unsatisfied by the solution to the linear RMP but they must be enforced just by the integer master problem aimed at finding the optimal routes and weights of patterns associated to these routes.
After finding the optimal solution for the RMP, the dual variables values π i + and π i -from constraints (7) (8) and (9) are passed to the pricing problems in order to produce more profitable cargoroutes. At each iteration, the linear problem defined by eqs. (6)- (9) is solved on the current set of columns. Afterwards, the new routes and associated DP generated by the pricing problems are added to the RMP. The iterative procedure continues as far as the optimal solution to the linear problem cannot be improved with the addition of another cargo-route. This happens when any pricing problem cannot return a cargo-route combination with a negative reduced cost.
Mid-level pricing problem or routes generation problem (RGP)
Once the RMP is solved by the simplex algorithm or by any other LP algorithm, dual values associated to the problem constraints are used to define the objective function of the subproblem. This one aims at identifying new routes with negative reduced cost with respect to the current dual variable values. In order to generate useful routes, the CG procedure pivot on each time-period t  T and on each plant i  I + to solve the following problems: Note that the routes generation problem computes the minimum-cost cargo-route and the objective (11) depends both on visiting-decision variables Y i and the positive quantities Λ ikrt . This, in turn, implies that the same route but with a different DP may be generated in several iterations thus complicating the convergence rate and reducing the algorithmic efficiency of the CG procedure. In order to avoid this drawback, we decided ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
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21 to decouple the routing decisions from the design of DP by exploiting the key idea proposed by Desaulniers (2010) , which consists in the use of a few extreme DPs to generate any other feasible DP. So, for a given a route, all extreme patterns would be generated by a lower level pattern generation procedure. Although neglecting patterncosts implies that the integer RMP may provide many solutions with the same objective function value and different delivery patterns; the nested CG procedure would not be affected by the existence of these solutions.
Whereas in the SDVRP a convex combination of only two extreme DP is sufficient for generating any other DP, for this problem, many DPs may be needed to explicitly list them. So, to avoid the cumbersome enumeration of all extreme DPs of a given route the procedure uses CG again to generate them. In that sense, this decomposition scheme leads to manageability and flexibility. However, the algorithmic structure gets a little more complicated since it nests two CG algorithms.
Lowest level pattern generation problem
Quantities Λ ikrt are continuous variables that can be computed as a convex combination of extreme DPs. They might be directly generated according to the idea proposed by Desaulniers (2010) but the situation in this problem is considerably more complex because the multi-commodity nature of the problem and the multi-compartment characteristic of the vehicles lead to a combinatory number of extreme DPs. To avoid enumerating them, extreme DPs associated to a given route r  R t are again generated by using CG at a lower level of the procedure. This problem is stated as follows:
Restricted pattern generation master problem (RPGMP):
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Eq. (23) minimizes the cost of generating DPs associated to the route r  R t and eq. (24) states that the maximum deliverable quantity q itk (see appendix) to each customer must be fulfilled at least by one pattern in order to create the "full delivery" of product k  K to customer i  I -during the period t  T. This constraint was formulated in order to obtain any DP as a convex combination of generated DP. For computing the cargo-route cost, if C p on all patterns is negligible with respect to C r , the pattern cost is set to 1 (C p = 1) with the purpose of minimizing the number of generated DPs and erasing C p from eq.
(11). The RPGMP is initialized by a set of single-customer single-product patterns delivering the quantity q itk from the plant to each one of the customers included in the associated route plus a zero-delivery pattern.
Slave pattern generation problem (PGP):
Patterns are dynamically generated by minimizing the objective (25), subject to constraints (26) to (28):
Minimize:
subject to:
Eq. (25) is the reduced cost of the generated DP. Eq. (26) states that each compartment of the vehicle, if used, must be allocated just to a single product while eq. (27) is a capacity constraint on the quantity of product loaded to each compartment of the truck.
Eq. (28) states that the total quantity of product k delivered to customer i I -during period t T must not exceed the maximum deliverable quantity q ikt . The PGP runs until no more DPs with negative reduced cost can be generated. After that, quantities α rt ikpc are respectively computed for visited customers and for the supply plant as follows:
It is worth noting that several options to feed columns to the RMP (6)-(9) may arise. If we want to provide just the minimum number of extreme DP able to produce any other DP, the model defined by eqs. (23)- (24) with X p r  {0, 1} must be solved. If we want to avoid the resolution of this problem, all generated DPs associated to a route must be supplied to the RMP. The best option depends on the instance to be solved and should be determined by numerical testing.
Improving the solution by branching
At the root node of the branch-and-price tree, the linear relaxation of model (6)- (9) is solved. When negative reduced-cost columns, i.e. cargo-routes, are found, they are A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 24 added to the RMP which is solved again to start a new iteration. Otherwise, when subproblems cannot provide at least a cargo-route with negative reduced costs, the CG process stops. Since some non-generated columns pricing favorably may exist but they may not be present in the current RMP, to find better solutions, the missing columns can be generated after branching. Successive linear relaxations in the tree are obtained by adding branching decisions. Since the problem presents a high degree of symmetry (i.e. there are many solutions with different variable-values and the same objective function value) and a given route can be useful in several time periods, the selection of a branching rule is of utmost importance. According to Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) , it is good to utilize a branching rule focusing on assignment decisions rather than on routing decisions because assignment decisions constitute higher level decisions and have a greater impact on the structure of the solution. Based on this idea, it is natural to develop the following branching scheme: when the solution is not integer, the procedure selects a customer i  I -and a plant i  I + and creates two subspaces; on the first one the customer must be replenished from this plant and on the other one the customer must not be replenished from this plant. The idea is similar to that one proposed by Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) which selects a vehicle and a customer to create two subspaces but in our case, the vehicle is replaced by a plant i  I + . When solving the midlevel pricing problem in a given subspace, the first restriction is satisfied by forcing customer i  I -to be replenished from i  I + . The second branching restriction requires a constraint stating that whenever i  I + is on the tour, this tour cannot visit i  I -.
Successive branching constraints are straightforwardly applied. To enforce branching constraints in the RMP of a branch-and-price node, it is necessary to exclude columns from the solution space of the branch-and-price node by setting the associated variable bounds to zero. Moreover, the branching rule above explained must also be incorporated
at the pricing level. In order to improve the global upper bound along the search-tree, feasible integer solutions may be recomputed either by exact or heuristic procedures.
Algorithm setup
The algorithm, illustrated by Figure 3 , has been coded in GAMS 23.6.2 and embeds the nested CG within a branch-and-bound procedure that branches according to the rule proposed in section 4.4. The problem presents a high degree of symmetry that implies that a route generated for a given time-period may be useful in other periods. So, in order to avoid generating the same route through different slave problems, we maximize the decoupling of routes generation from patterns generation. In this way, the procedure first solves a heuristic RMP defined by eqs. (6)- (7) in the root node of the branch-and-price tree and load the columns generated in such a way for all periods t  T. After a given number of iterations, the procedure switches to the exact RMP to generate the remaining columns corresponding to each period through the corresponding slave problems. In no-root nodes the procedure is similar but the generated routes are loaded just in periods that fulfil branching constraints. Since the algorithm collects several routes per master-slave iteration via the SolnPool procedure (CPLEX Solver manual, 2012), a solutions filter aimed at deleting suboptimal solutions visiting the same customers via non-optimal paths was incorporated into the procedure. Afterwards, for each filtered route, the CG procedure aimed at generating DPs is run. After the resolution of the routing pricing problem, the RMP is fed with just the best routes and their associated DPs.
The algorithm is used in heuristic mode although, in principle, it may be used as an exact algorithm able to locate the optimal solution, if enough computational power and time is available. The procedure starts with a feasible solution used to solve the first RMP. At each iteration, the dual variables associated to the RMP constraints are passed to the mid-level problems to generate the minimum reduced-cost cargo-route. To find all extreme DPs associated to a route, the pattern generation problem summarized in section 4.3 is solved. A route and its associated DPs are then incorporated to the pool of columns of the master problem and the procedure repeats itself until not a cargo-route combination with a negative reduced cost can be found by the mid-level problem(s). To initialize the algorithm, for each time period t  T, feasible cargo-
from any plant i I + and going to any customer j  I -are generated. Single-product DPs delivering the quantity q itk , for each product k  K, are associated to each one of these single customer routes. From this initial cargo-routes package, the linear RMP can be computed to start the master-slave recursion.
The branching mechanism is sketched in the left column of Figure 4 . The right column provides brief explanations of the row aligned sentences. The algorithm uses CPLEX 11
as the MIP solver for generating both routes and DPs and for computing upper and lower bounds. Since branch-and-price is an enumeration algorithm enhanced by fathoming based on bound comparisons, the strongest bounds should be the best ones but the mechanism can work with any bound. Nevertheless, the best upper bound might need the resolution of an integer RMP while the best node lower-bound can be obtained by solving the relaxed RMP just after no more profitable cargo-routes can be generated.
So, the best bounds may imply a higher computational cost than weaker bounds. This leads to a trade-off between the CPU time used in computing strong bounds and the size of the explored-tree that motivates the use of some standard strategies (Desaulniers et al., 2002) to improve the overall algorithmic performance.
In this way, to reduce the "tailing-off" effect which consists in a very low convergencerate at the last iterations, the procedure ends after at most 10 iterations in no-root nodes, thus allowing a larger branching tree. Once that the nested column generation procedure is unable to provide cargo-routes, the node local lower bound (LLB) is computed and its integrality checked. With the purpose of improving the current GUB along the search tree, fast integer solutions are searched and provided by GUROBI, just in case the LLB is not integer. The node selection strategy is best-first-search; i.e. the node with the lowest LLB from the pool of unsolved subspaces is selected. Process the first node current(n) of the waiting list waiting(n).
Loop(i: iI + , loop(j: jI -and (fx 1 (current,i,j) or fx 0 (current,i,j)), fxi ← yes);
Fix the branching pair (i,j).
Loop ( Solves the nested column generation procedure until no more cargo-routes can be generated.
LLB ← Obj. Function (linear RMP on the current node columns)
Computes the LLB. newnode(n) ← newnode(n-1); fx 0 (newnode,i,j) ← fx 0 (current,i,j); fx 1 (newnode,i,j) ← fx 1 (current,I,j); bound(newnode) ← LLB; waiting(newnode) ← yes; fx 1 (newnode,fx) ← yes; ); );
Update the best integer solution and record it in the list best(r,i).
Selects the unfixed couple (i,j) with the maximum reduced cost to branch.
Generates two child nodes. The algorithm runs in a 2-cores 2.8-Ghz 16-Mbytes RAM PC and the mechanism settings used to solve the problems are summarized in Table 1 . 
Computational results
The solution procedure was first tested on a very small example for illustration purposes. Later, the algorithm was used to solve several instances generated from data of a case study presented by Marchetti et al. (2014) . This is done with the aim of testing the capability of the procedure to reach good solutions for realistic-size problems with acceptable CPU times.
A small illustrative example
Due to the complex characteristics of the procedure, we first present and solve a very small example to illustrate the multiple issues involved in the distribution and inventorying of several products and also to show the output provided by the solution strategy. In this way, let us consider the delivery of two products (k 1 and k 2 ) from a single plant P to three customers, i 1 , i 2 and i 3 , over a planning period of three days (t 1 , t 2 and t 3 ). Storage, production and consumption parameters for the plant and for the customers are summarized in Table 2 . Cartesian coordinates that allow computing ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 30 distances, travelling costs and travelling times between customers and the plant are also presented in this table. The Figure 5 sketches the hypothetical and infeasible evolution of inventories on the plant and on the customers without any delivery trip. To avoid this infeasible evolution, some trucks with two compartments (c 1 ; c 2 ) of 7.5 units-capacity each-one must transport a quantity of products from the plant to the customers. The amount of product delivered to each customer is a decision left to the solution strategy.
The algorithm ran to find the minimum cost solution meeting customer demands while satisfying inventorying constraints. The procedure generated, in addition to the 18 initialization cargo-routes, 6 more routes with its associated DPs and reported the solution specified in Table 3 . Selected routes are illustrated in Figure 6 while the resulting inventories evolutions on the plant and on the customers are illustrated in Figure 7 . The solution involves a single route during the first day, another route during the second day and two routes during the last day. 
5.2.Testing examples
In this section, the algorithm was tested on instances generated from data presented by Marchetti et al. (2014) . The authors proposed an example involving the production and Table 5 while solution parameters for the minimum-cost solutions to instances with time windows are summarized in Table 6 . Solution parameters are the objective function value IS, the number of generated columns, the total CPU time, the accumulated CPU time spent on the restricted master problem (RMP), the routes generation problem (RGP), the restricted pattern-generation master problem (RPGMP) and the pattern generation problem (PGP).
The conclusions that can be extracted from the information presented in both tables are the following: (i) instances with a given number of customers and plants involving a 14 days planning horizon are considerably harder to solve than the instances involving a 7 days planning horizon, except in the last instance (last two rows), which shows a reverse behavior. This is explained by the utilization of existing inventories on customers and the utilization of the remaining storage capacity on the plants.
(ii) The bottleneck of the algorithm lies mostly on the RGP. The pattern generation stage involving both the RPGMP and the PMP seems to consume less time in large instances. 750  750  1800  1800  500  500  1200  1200  1500  1500  2000  2000  1500  1500   350  350  900  900  250  250  600  600  750  750  1000  1000  800  800   ----300  400  600  600  1000  1000  1500  1500  1500  1500   ----150  200  300  300  500  500  750  750  750  750   ------------500  400   ------------500  400   7  7  14  14  7  7  14  14  21  21  28  28  28  28   5  5  11  11  5  5  11  11  16  16  22  22  22  22 From Table 5 , it follows that instance 50-3-7 consumed more CPU resources than instance 50-3-14. This anomaly may be originated from a slow convergence rate of the PGP problem of instance 50-3-7. Note that CPU times consumed in RGP, RPGMP and PGP problems are consistent with the pattern observed in remaining instances. The anomaly is also observed by comparing CPU times of the RGP stage of instance 50-3-7-TW with the RGP stage of instance 50-3-14-TW.
In Table S2, compartments. In spite of this, it seems that CPU spent on PGPs grows, with instances sizes, at a slower rate than the growth of CPU times spent on RGPs. This is because scheduling decisions, necessary to sequence clients along a route, are not involved in the patterns generation phase. This is another reason to decouple routing decisions from delivering decisions.
Conclusions
This work developed a decomposition strategy based on a nested CG procedure for planning, over a multi-period time horizon, the distribution and inventorying of several chemical fluids. Products demands and plants productions were assumed to be known data after statistical forecasting.
This one is the second work of a research line aimed at the optimal integration of inventorying and delivery of chemical fluids. The procedure is used for designing over a multi-period time-horizon the best routes for distributing multiple chemical fluids from plants to customers. Moreover, the solution indicates the time to serve a given customer, the quantity of products to deliver to the visited customers and the optimal sequence of visited customers by each vehicle-route on each time period. The procedure is able also to consider the allocation of several products on the same vehicle by fixing the quantity and type of product transported on each compartment. The freedom to select the delivery-period and to fix the quantity of products to deliver to each customer allows saving transportation costs through a very efficient use of the compartments of the vehicles, inventories and idle storage capacities. For developing the decomposition strategy, an inventorying-routing problem tailored to the distribution of chemical fluids was first modeled as a set partitioning problem with additional balances constraints over the whole planning horizon for each product.
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Routes and delivery patterns were separately computed through a nested CG mechanism on each node of an incomplete branch-and-price tree. The goal was to decouple routing decisions from delivering decisions in order to avoid convergence problems happening in a conventional column generation algorithm. The proposed mechanism has been used to solve numerous instances featuring two different planning-horizons and several numbers of customers and plants. In all examples, the solutions were obtained with moderate computational effort.
The next step of this research line, to consider in a future work, aims at dealing with service times depending both on the cargo to load and unload and to take into account the delivery-time within a time-period for getting less conservative solutions.
Inventorying costs on customers, additional restrictions to consider stability issues on vehicles as well as modulation of production levels on plants should also be taken into account in order to research inventorying and distribution of perishable products.
